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Artificial Intelligence News
AI Announcements at Cisco Live
Amsterdam
At its flagship technology event in Europe, with over
14,000 of the world’s leading IT professionals attending,
Cisco announced major momentum in Artificial
Intelligence (AI) across the entire portfolio. Major
announcements include a NVIDIA partnership, Identity
Intelligence for cyber threats, Observability Platform
innovations, Webex AI features, and more.

Cisco & NVIDIA AI for Data Center
Cisco and NVIDIA announced plans to deliver AI
infrastructure solutions for the data center that are easy
to deploy and manage, enabling the massive computing
power that enterprises need to succeed in the AI era.

Cisco Live Announcements
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Cisco, with its industry-leading expertise in Ethernet
networking and extensive partner ecosystem, together
with NVIDIA, the inventor of the GPU that fueled the AI
boom, share a vision and commitment to help
customers navigate the transitions for AI with highly
secure Ethernet-based infrastructure.

AI Assistance for Security
Cisco combines AI with its breadth of telemetry across
the network, private and public cloud infrastructure,
applications, internet, email, and endpoints. These
innovations result in more accurate and reliable
outcomes. The new Cisco AI Assistant for Security
marks a major step in making artificial intelligence
pervasive in Cisco Security Cloud, the unified, AI-
driven, cross-domain security platform.

AI Assistance for Webex
2023 was the year that promised remarkable outcomes
from generative AI. What was once associated with
science fiction suddenly became accessible to anyone
with an internet connection. As the year progressed,
companies moved quickly to figure out how to leverage
these powerful tools… and the collaboration industry
was no exception. Cisco announced Beta and General
Availability for some of the most anticipated features
announced at WebexOne.

Cisco + NVIDIA

AI for Security

AI for Webex
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Cisco Cloud Monitoring

Cisco introduced Cloud Monitoring for Catalyst
Wireless. Starting with the public beta in April, Cisco
Catalyst customers can gain visibility into traffic flowing
across their wireless networks through the Meraki
dashboard. The solution supports Catalyst 9800
wireless controllers and most Catalyst Wi-Fi 5 Wave 2,
Wi-Fi 6, and Wi-Fi 6E access points. Combined with
cloud-connected Catalyst switches, admins and support
teams can rapidly diagnose and address issues
anywhere in the network, saving time and simplifying
infrastructure management.

Top Reasons to Attend: [Download]
1) Gain insights that inspire

2) Accelerate your AI initiatives
3) Meet security-first AI networking experts

4) Get exclusive access to HPE execs and SMEs
5) Create connections that matter
6) Advance your skills and career

Upcoming IT Conferences

Cloud Monitoring

Registration Details
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DSI Tech teams will be exhibiting at these upcoming conferences… stop
by our booth to say hello!

The North Carolina Technology in Education
Society (NCTIES) conference takes place March 6-8 in
Raleigh, NC [More Info]

The Association of Collegiate Computing Services
of Virginia (ACCS VA) conference takes place March
13-15 in Portsmouth, VA [More Info]

The NC IT Leadership Forum takes place March 20 in
Raleigh, NC [More Info]

The Maryland Education Enterprise Consortium
(MEEC) conference takes place April 18 in Baltimore,
MD [More Info]

DSI Tech Makes CRN List

DSI Tech is celebrating a win by being recognized in
the “Elite 150” of the CRN Managed Service Provider
500 List! We’re honored to make a CRN list for the fifth
year in a row.

Be sure to check out our Managed Services offerings
and see the announcement on social media:

Read the Press Release
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Join the DSI Tech Team
DSI Tech is committed to employee satisfaction through our benefits program
and a friendly, team-based culture. We provide a positive environment for you
to grow, learn, and excel as an industry professional. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work that challenges your abilities and is financially solid and
growing every year, then this is the place for you!

The DSI Tech team is growing! Current job openings & career paths include
Contracts & Proposals, Engineering, and Sales (Inside Reps and Outside
Federal & SLED in various locations).

Visit the Tech Topics Newsletter Archives Webpage

DSI Tech provides complete IT solutions and services that are secure, innovative, energy efficient, and
cost effective. Our customers include State & Local Government and Education (SLED), Federal

agencies, and commercial companies. We hold nationwide contracts that are supported by a team of
industry professionals and certified engineers. Learn more at dsitech.com.
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Join our team!
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